English Conversation Quiz #2, Spring 2015
Given Name: ____Hyun-chul__ Family name: ____Kim_ Student number: ___________
Part 1. Write a question with the word below and a full answer with too much or too many.
a) pickles
Would you like some more pickles?
No thanks, I ate too much food, I’m full. OR No thanks, I ate too many pickles.
b) homework
Do you want to watch a movie tonight?
No thanks, I have too much homework to do.
Sure, I don’t have too much homework to do.
c) traffic
Why are you late?
There was too much traffic. OR There were too many cars on the road so the traffic was slow.
Part 2. Summarize your Walk About presentation in one paragraph. Write you answer on the back.

Part 3. Write a few words to show the meaning of these words/phrases, not just examples. You don’t
need to write a sentence but your answer should be clear. Ambiguous answers will be marked incorrect.
a) gripe
to complain about some small things, to grumble
b) junk food
processed food that tastes good but is not healthy
c) spinach
a green leafy vegetable that Popeye likes to eat because it gives him energy
d) time off
a period of time not working
e) a treat
a nice surprise, a pleasant event, a kind of delicious snack
f) it’s no trouble at all
an expression that means no problem or it’s my pleasure
g) hummus
a kind of food made from mashed chick peas, olive oil and garlic

Part 4. Write one question with ‘did you use to’ and a full, proper answer. Write on the back of the page.
Did you use to ride a bike when you were a kid?
Yes, I used to ride my bike everywhere, up the streets, through the streams and down the hills.

Part 5. Write a sentence for each question. Correctly use the words below in each sentence.
a) enough/boiled eggs
Did you cook enough boiled eggs?
b) little/fries
My kid doesn’t like eating large French fries. She likes the little fries.
When kids are little, they like to eat French fries with ketchup.
c) few/cheese
I went to Costco and bought a few packages of cheese.

